Palelintangan / Latitude
35 linear cyclic. Modulus of Figures 35 pawukon connected to the name of latitude.

elephant

Good at hiding her true feelings, to appear calm
and patient. They are sociable and have many
friends, but unfortunately at times like an
opinionated insist that is not necessarily true and
the like also apply a bit standoffish. They are
generally strong work.

Shipment

parcel

Warm-hearted, good manners, acting cautiously,
clever construct or fabricate words and quickly
feel in awe and sometimes despair as above by
difficulties.

Jong skid

overloaded
ship

In association like caving, likes to help others,
like to seek progress and investigations like
doing things that are considered attractive. Only
love her rather loud, irritable and easily jealous.

Tiwa
Incident

cremation

Manners, genial, gentle and clever agency
compile the words to talk often attract listeners.
But unfortunately thin ears and irritability.

Thought
Tikel

broken hoe

Dreaming high, a lot of his ideals, sociable and
have many friends. Only love love love praised
and also interfere in other people's business.

Bubu
perforated

leaky fish
trap

Suave, cultivated sweet, honest and high
dreaming up much liked by the wise, but his loud
and bold stoic.

Sungenge

sun flower

Somewhat like luxury, like showing the wealth
and intelligence, but generally good-hearted.

Uluku

plow

Good at hiding true feeling generous heart and
generous, but her hard. This they have the talent
to work in the fields.

horse cart

Warm-hearted, well-mannered, gentle institution,
decent behavior and good at arranging the words.
His character is rather hard, it is easy to feel
offended and sorry but the easier it is to forgive
and forget about revenge. Generally devotion to
parents, to relatives, even love for their sacrifice.

horse

Either virtuous character, likes to seek
advancement, diligent work, a lot of his ideals.
Only at times like adamant in his stance that is
not necessarily true. Do not like to budge,
another meddlesome and jealousy.

Elephant

Cart

Horse

Elephants
mina

giant fish

Cautious and vigilant, weigh everything in
advance and do not like to interfere in other
people's business, but at times like raised its
properties belonging insolence.

Bade

cremation
tower

His goals high, like to seek progress and spiritual
birth, only occasionally likes to show off or show
cleverness or wealth.

wrestling

A bit loud sometimes like to founding his own
firm that is not necessarily true, but generally
honest, gentle institution, clean-minded,
generous and helpful to each other and prefer to
sacrifice his relatives.

staring
eyes

Likes to show off and like to be praised or rather
like snobby, like caving and do not want to
scramble. Even in conversation at times it seems
as if the person were to be harsh, but it is not so.
Willingness and desire of his heart was in fact
want to apply manners, suave and sweet
cultivated. In general, these people like to cruise.

Kala breech

inverted
demon

Clever restrain his feelings and good at hiding
her true feelings, even though in his heart to be
angry, but beyond remain calm and patient. Good
at solving problems that mysterious. In general,
they are very apt to be a diplomat.

Steam

insence
smoke

Behave decent, good character, gentle manners
and institutions, but umunnnya be hard.

Asu

dog

Suave, cultivated sweet, like apply carefully and
cautiously. Be kind to others all he likes, but
likes luxury, hard heart and jealousy.

Film star

star

Generally behave decent, full of a sense of
caution, fair, behave like a cheapskate, like
luxury and at times like showing cleverness or
wealth.

Dragon

dragon

Full of ideals, many memories, his dreams high,
good-hearted, decent behavior, agency gentle,
but his ears are thin and easily offended.

Many
angrem

brooding
goose

Generally honest, decent behavior. wants frankly,
helpful to the person who deserves rescue,
generous and magnanimous, but his heart so hard
that if he blamed, it will be easy to cut ties.

arrow

Irritability, but easily irritable and impatient back
easily regret, but also easy to forgive. His heart
was a little greedy, but actually good and clever
and good at taking care of taking care of the

Magelut

Peglangan

Ru

household finances.

kris

Good at hiding her feelings, smart defensively in
talks and somewhat devious. Somewhat like a
luxury and at times like show of wealth or
intelligence. This person is suitable to be a
lawyer or a diplomat.

cow

Like to apply carefully, weigh everything well,
not easily nervous, not like a hasty or impetuous,
somewhat honest and understand the preferences
of others. Only if one has tempered the anger it
difficult to be oppressed.

Sidamalung

pigs

Warm-hearted, gentle institution. clever
arranging the words and if the parties speak the
unpleasant conversation listeners. But his heart
hard and like to find fault with others.

Cry

tears

Manners. behave decent, somewhat fair and
wise, like his friends also helped adjacent. But
like mecampuri other people's business.

One
measure

wrong size

Aspiring, hard-behaved, likes to seek progress
mentally and physically, and like with relatives.
But his heart hard and like to offend or insult
others.

Prau pegat

broken ship

Sociable, kind, honest and recognize humanity,
but love praised and liked showing wealth or
intelligence.

Puwuh
atarung

batling
Quails

Good at taking care of the household, like luxury,
and easy to feel awe, but at times like the firm's
own opinion that is not necessarily true, and easy
to feel jealous.

Lawean

headless
demon

Generally patient, gentle institutions, manners,
good at arranging the words, good at hiding true
feelings of the heart and hold good at selfesteem. But at times like his own firm in his
stance that is not necessarily true and sometimes
talks like taking the winning of course.

Coconut

coconut

Manners, suave and gentle institution. But any
time meddlesome others and want to know the
things that are not worth knowing.

freshwater
crab

His heart was rather weak, but if it is angry prig
to often feel regret after conviction, lightweight
hand-to help others and a generous and helpful
person preferred. Rejekinya great, but a little bit
greedy.

Patrem

Ox

Crab

paddy
storage

Decent behavior, good manners, like apply
careful and cautious and rather large too
rejekinya. But ostentatious show of wealth or
love and intelligence, love to be complimented,
hard-hearted and callous rather sharp, easy to feel
offended and regret.

Basin

water jug

Dreaming high, many ideals, like justice, alert
and well-mannered, unfortunately only at times
like to be praised, like showing the wealth or
intelligence. Be loud and easily offended and
love revenge.

Shrimp

prawn

Gentle manners and institutions, arrange words
clever, generous, patient, good-hearted, capable
of holding a great job.

Begong

head only
demon

Likes luxuries, can appreciate his friends, just a
pity other meddlesome.
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